
Welcome to Mathematics  
in Reception at St Mary’s 
and St Peter’s



Aims of today’s session

lThe bigger picture and some definitions
l What is taught
l How? – our approach to mathematics



Maths is one of the 7 areas  
of learning in your child’s  

Reception curriculum

Mathematical Development



Sub-divided into 2 topics

lNumbers
l Shape, space and 
measure.



The Early Learning Goal for 
Number
Children count reliably with numbers from 1 
to 20, place them in order and say which 
number is one more or one less than a given 
number. Using quantities and objects, they 
add and subtract two single-digit numbers 
and count on or back to find the answer. 
They solve problems, including doubling, 
halving and sharing.



‘Numbers as labels and for counting’

l saying and using number names in order  
in familiar contexts (e.g. songs, rhymes  
and games).

l counting reliably up to 10, then20
l estimating (sensible guess)
l recognising numerals 1-20 and beyond
lproblem solving using practical, ‘real life’

contexts and stories e.g. Goldilocks



How? Making the abstract concrete
by…
l We use lots of 

apparatus  and 
images to give  
children ‘a picture’ or  
image of a number’ to  
hold in their heads.

l Lots of ‘hands on’  
practical activities,  
games, songs, counting,  
ordering and estimating.

l We use everyday toys  
and equipment and more 
specialised equipment  
such as Numicon.





For example: exploring ‘the 5ness of 5’

• counting and sorting objects into sets of 5.
• knowing that the last number counted i.e.

5, is the label for that set.
• estimating (sensible guess) a group of  

objects to gain a ‘feel’ of what 5 looks like.



l Identifying where 5 lies on a number line and  
understanding its relationship with other  
numbers.



Developing mental images of
number…

lWe encourage children to have a sense of  
the size or ‘feel’ of a number and begin to  
see the number in their heads.

l This supports later work where the  
children are encouraged to be less reliant  
on apparatus.



Calculating: this includes…

l Using the vocabulary of addition and  
subtraction such as ‘more’ and ‘less’ to  
compare numbers.

lFinding ‘I more’ and ‘I less’ within 10
l Adding two groups and understanding

subtraction as ‘taking away’.



What we do…

l Again, lots and lots of practical activities and
using apparatus

l Lots of meaningful, real life problem solving  
where children have to identify the operation  
needed, e.g. ‘Monkey had 10 bananas, he  
ate 5……’ . What sort of problem is that?’

l Using number lines for counting on and back.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Developing Mental Strategies…in all their
heads!

l Children are taught a variety of ways to  
calculate mentally e.g. holding a number in  
their heads and counting on or back.

l Beginning to learn how to work things out
quickly such as adding 1 more/1 less to a
number.

l This prepares them for later work
when  they will need to know number 
bonds,  doubles, times tables by heart.



Recording…

l At this age children  
will often draw a  
picture or make  
marks to show their  
ideas. Formal  
recording tends to  
come later or when  
the child is ready.

l Lots of photos!



Number Bonds to 10



Not always on paper!



The Early Learning Goal; Shape, 
Space and Measure
Children use everyday language to talk 
about size, weight, capacity, position, 
distance, time and money to compare 
quantities and objects and to solve 
problems. They recognise, create and 
describe patterns. They explore 
characteristics of everyday objects and 
shapes and use mathematical language to 
describe them.



Shape, Space and Measures

l2D and 3D shapes
lPositional language such as ‘under’, ‘over’

etc.
l Patternmaking
l Weight, capacity, length
lTime



Our approach…

l Again lots of practical activities: sorting  
shapes, finding out which shapes roll or 
not,  pattern making with shapes.

l Developing mental images of shape  
through games such ‘I’m thinking of a  
shape, it is solid with square faces what  
could it be? What could it not be?’

l Feely bag games.



l Weight and length explored in meaningful  
ways e.g. cooking, or through stories like  
‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’

l Time - days of the week, seasons, 
yesterday, today and tomorrow… ‘What’s 
theTime  Mr Wolf’



When and where do we teach Maths.?

l Timetable: taught during carpet sessions,
adult focussed tasks and independent, self
-initiated activities.

l Like all other subjects the emphasis in  
Reception is on learning through play. This  
is where children apply and demonstrate  
what they know.

lIndoors and outdoors…



Positional language: under, over,
through…







How You Can Help Your Child

l Number games, counting, ordering and
sorting

l Use mathematical language
l Notice mathematics in theenvironment
lCooking
lShopping
l Puzzles and games



Maths around the house

●● Stand in front of the mirror together. Do an action like putting your finger on your nose and
then say what you are doing. Ask your child to follow you. Try out lots of different actions,
such as touching the top of your head or scratching behind your ear.

●● Talk about which order to get dressed in, and which items to put on first, next and last.

●● Sort out clothes to see which ones are the right size and which are too big or too small.

●● Match pairs of things: shoes, socks, gloves, buttons and button-holes.

●● In the bath, use plastic tubs and ducks or small toys. Count how many toys will make the
boat sink. Drop some coins in the bath, and see how many the children can find.

●● Have a toy clock next to a real clock. Say that the child can get up when the hands on the
real clock match the hands on the toy clock. This can be a game played at any time of day
or be used to help children work out whether or not it is their real ‘getting-up time’.

Numberblocks on cbeebies is an excellent 
resource with hours of fun!



Maths outdoors
●● Create an obstacle course outside: large boxes to climb into and through, a board to
balance along, a blanket to hide behind, and so on.

●● Look for numbers as you are walking along the street together. You could see how many of
a particular number you can spy, such as the number 2 (on a bus, on advertising hoardings,
on front doors); or look for numbers in order first 1, then 2, then 3, and so on. With older
children, see who can find the largest number.

●● Give children a small bag in which to  collect five interesting things, such as a conker, a leaf,
a stone, a feather and a twig, then talk about them when the collection is complete.

●● Play ‘I spy’ using descriptions instead of an initial letter, for example, ‘I spy with my little eye something that is small 
and very smooth’ or ‘long and prickly’.

●● Compare two shopping bags to find out which
is heavier.



Maths ideas for rainy days

●● playing with a calculator

●● using their own footprints cut out from newspaper to make a trail to the front door

●● counting fingers, toes, eyes and noses, socks and shoes

●● making a number bundle by stapling or tying together five small re-sealable sandwich bags
and, with help, putting one object in the first bag, two objects in the second bag, and so on

●● making a birthday card for a friend and writing the number of their birthday on the card

●● cutting out numbers in magazines and catalogues, looking for page numbers in books.

●● playing card games such as Snap

●● sorting out and playing a game of dominoes

●● using a dice to play board games, such as Snakes and Ladders

●● playing skittle games and keeping score.



These activities will help children 
learn about shapes, space and 
measure
●● hiding a small toy in a box of shredded paper and then finding it again

●● using empty food packets and boxes to build a castle

●● wrapping up pretend presents and sometimes real ones too

●● sorting out and playing with a bagful of zips

●● filling up small boxes with objects

●● rolling out left-over dough

●● reflecting things using a hand mirror


